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AssrRAcr

Textues and structures of opal-CT and opal-C in volcanic rocks fiom the Hoseka aad Akase opal mines in Japan were studied
using an optical miooscope and scanning and transmission electron microscopes. Textures ofthe opal-CT are optically classified
into anisotropic colnmnar and isoFopic m:ssive (opal-CTy) type,s. Botl tex0rres consist of rhin and platy crysrgls showing ffio
wide { 101} faces of low crisobalite.Image,s obtained by high-resolution transmission electronmicroscopy show that the cristobalite
strucfilreis thefundamentalcomponentof volcanic-typeopalCl, andthat many sacking faults arepresentrandomly in thestructure.
Columns arepoduced by parallel growth ofplaty crystals; opal-CTy and lepispheres consist ofcriss-crossing aggregafes ofblades.
Each blade is composed ofroughly parallel aggregates ofplaty crystals. The variation ofdror values with texoral and strucaual
changes of the opal-CT was measured by an X-ray powderdiftaction methd. With decrease of d161 value, higbly ordered cristobalite
domains develop surrounding the domains ofdisordered cristobalite in the crystal. The considerable difference in degree oforder
of stacking bet'ween the two types of domain implies changes in the growth process of the crystal.

Keywords: opal-CT, opal-C, Iepisphere, cristobalite, transmission elecEon microscopn 5sanning electron microscopy, opal
minss, Jspan.

SoMnaens

Les texqles et les structures de I'opale-CT et de I'opale-C dans les roches volcaniques des mines d'opale de Hosaka et d'Akase,
au Japon, ont 6t6 6tudi6e.s par microscopies optique et 6lecronique (en transmission et par balayage). Les textues de I'opale-CT
sont classifi6es optiquement en colonnes anisoFopes et en masses isoEopes (opale-CTrra). Dans las deux types de lexture, il s'agit
de minces cristaur en plaquette montralt deux faces { 101 } plus larges, typiques de la cristobalite drdonn6e. l,es images obtenues
parmicroscopie 6lectronique en transmission ihaute r6solution montrentque Ia sfucure de Ia crislobalite est l'6l6mentfondamental
de lastructure del'opale-CTdetypevolcanique, etqueles d6fauts d'empilementseddveloppentengrand nonbredefagon al6atoire
rlans la structure. Les colonnes r6sultent de la croissance parallBle de cristaux en plaquette; opale-CTM et l6pispheres sont faits
d'agr6gats de lames enchev8tr6es. Chaque lame est faite d'agrdgats plus ou moins paralldles de cristaux en plaquette. la variation
de d1g1 avec les aspects texturuux et strucfirraux de I'opaIe-CT a 6t6 mesur6e par difFraction X sur poudre. A mesure que diminue
la valeur de d161, des domaines de cristobalite fortement ordonade apparaissent autour dqs domaines de cristobalite ddsordonnde
dans le cristal. La diff6rence importante d?ns le degr6 d'ordre de l'empilement entre les deux sortes de domaines implique qu'il
y a eu un changement de processus de croissance cristalline.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cUs: opale-CT, opale-C, l€pisphBre, cristobalite, microscopie dlectronique par uasmission, microscopie 6lectronique par
balaYage, minss d'6pals, Jspe1.

INTRoDusnoN

Microcrystalline silica ssmposed of stackings of
both cristobalite and tridymite, as inferred from an
X-ray-diftaction analysis (Jones & Segnit 1971, Graetsch
etal.l994),isrefenedto as "orpal- CT'. Opal-CT is often
found in silicic sedimentary r@ks and innodules of silica
q,ithin volcanic rocks. Segnrt et aL (1970) were the first
to report, on the basis sf ssanning electron microscope
(SEM) observations, that qptically massive opal{T consists
of spherical aggregates of blade-shaped crystals (so-called
lepispheres; Wise & Kelts 1972, Weaver &Wise1972,

Fldrke et al. 1976). Fldrke er al. (199I) showed, by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), that
opal-CTLS (optically length-slow) and opal-CTLF
(optically length-fast) are composed of aggregates of
fibrous and platy microcrystals, respectively.

Itwas difficult to detemrine the fundamental structure
of opal-CTfrom X-ray- and electron-diffraction pattenr
because of diffirse reflectionso characterized by very low
intensity. Fliirke (1955) andJones & Segnit(197L,1975)
suggeste4 on the basis of an X-ray-diffraction QRD)
analysis, that the fundamental structure of opal-CT is that
ofcrisobalite, whereas Mirchell &T|rfts (1973) andMlson
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et al. (t974)proposed instead the structure oftridymite,
on the basis ofX-ray- and electron- diffraction patterns.
Recently, many detailed analyses of ttre structure of
opal-CT were carried out using several methods:
high-resolution TEM @ice & Elzea 1993, Cady & Wenk
1994, Rice et aI. 1995,Elzea & Rice 1996, Cady et al.
1996), XRD (Graetsch et al.1987, l994,Fl6rke et aI.
1990), XRD panern simulation (Graetsch & Fldrke 1991,
Cnaetsch et aI. 1994, Gfihne et aI. 1995) andztSi nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) methods (de Jong er aI. L987 ,
Graetschet a\.1994). Most results of these studies agree
well with the model proposed by Fliirke (1955), in which
opal-CT is composed of interstraffied cristobalite and

changes to that of opal-C, composed of more ordered
cristobalite crystals compared to opal-CT, with a decrease
in the spacing of the strongestrefler.+lionat-21.7 ' (CtKc)
as a result of the recrystallization (Murata & Nakata 194).
The spacing ofthe strongqst reflection corresponds to d1g1
of low cristobali$e and door of low tidymite [we refer
the structure of tridymite to the pseudo-orthorhombic
stucture refined by Konnert & Appleman (1978)], and
the d value of the strongest reflection is typically reported
as "dr01". The volume ratio of interstratified cristobalite
and tridymite in the crystal is known to be a function of
the dror value. A comparison of calculated XRD pattems
witl those measured from samples indicated that opal-CT

4.055 4.060 4.065 4.070

dror-value (A)

FIc. 1. Cross-polarized opticat photomicrograph of columnar texture of opal-CT from the Hosaka opal mine and corresponding
dror values. The thin section was cut normal to the horizontal layer ofa silica- rich geode. Spherulites ofchalcedony me included
in the upper parts (white blorches). The dror values weremeasured using a Guinier-Hf,gg camera. The solid circles represent
the average of the measured values shown by the open circles.
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tridymite. Among these studies, the high-resolution TEM
GIRTEM) analyses of Elzea & Rice (1996) andCady et
al. (1996) provide direct images of the stacking sequence
in opal-CT crystals.

Opal-CT is recognized as a precursor ofquartz at the
transformation stage from biogenic amorphous silica
(opal-A) to quatz during the diagenesis of siliceous sedimenm
(e.9., Hesse 1988). The )RD pattem of opal-CT gradually

and opal-C contan 3U5OVo and ?-O-3OVo ntdymite-type
stacking, respectively (Graetsch et al. L994). However,
Guthrie et al. (1995) showed that the XRD patterns of
opal-CT are influenced not only by the proportion of
cristobalite and fiidymit€, but dso by several other factors,
such as particle size and degree oforder ofthe stackings.
Elzea & Rice (1996) analyzed the XRD patterns of
opal-CT in detail and integrated their findings with TEM
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FIc. 2. TEM images of opal-CT lepisphere from the Hosaka opal mine. The same sample
was prepared by (a) dispersion on a microgrid and (b) an is1-thinning method. The
criss-cross blades of the lepisphere are composed of aggregates of polygonal and platy
crystals, and the cross section of the lepisphere shows a fibrous texftre.
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observations. They showedtha,tthe degree of the stacking
disorder reaches a maximum atthe drct value of about
4.09 .4,. They also suggested that tridymite domain5 ars
common !n samples of opal-CT with dror values larger
tnan 4.@ A. Cady et al. (1996) canidout detailed HRTEM
observafions for the structure and texture ofopal-CT from

sedimentary rocks, and concluded that burial diagenesis
is responsible for the e,piactic growth of ordered cristobalite
on disordered opal-CT crystal and for a solid-state trans-
formation from opal-CT to quartz.

Most opal-CT in volcanic rocks is considered to
precipitate directly from supersaturated solutions; thus



the transformation of opal may not occur in the yelsani c
environment (Fl6rke et aI. 1990) The volcanic-type opal-CT
and opal-C show some differences and yet some similar
textural and structural characteristics compared to those
in sedimentary rocks. Thus, the objectives of our study
are to describe the internal texture and crystal structure
of opal-CT and opal-C from silica nodule,s in volcanic
rocks using TEM, SEM and optical microscope obser-
vafions, md to elucidaie the growth p'rocess of volcanic-type
opal-CT and opal-C.

Snwms

The opal specimens used for this study were collected
from the Hosaka opal mine, Fukushima Prefecture, Japan
(fsutsumi & Sakamoto 1973) and the Akase opal mine,
IsbikawaPrefecture, Japan. Many spherulites of fibrous
anorthoclase, up to ten centimeters in diameter, occurin
rhyolite and perlite from these opal mines. The spherulites
are considered to be poduced by deviEification of tryolite
glass (Aki.anki 1983). The spherulites of anorthoclase include
a lens-like silica-rich geode at the core. The silica-rich
geode consiss of opal and chalcedony, with some originally
horizonhl layers from one to several millimefers in thicknrms.

On the basis of X-ray powder-diEfraction analyses,
the samples were grouped into chalcedony and three
types of opal: opal-A (amorphous pattern), opal-CT
(dror > 4.07 A) and opal{ (dror < 4.07 A). The chalcedony
is colorless and transparent to translucent, whereas opal
samFles are commonly whitish to pale bluish in color,
and opaquewithoutopatescence. Opal showing opalescence
is rare in the samples elaminsd, and is composed of
opal-A. Most of the opal samples consist of opal-CT and
opal-C, and the d1e1 value varies from 4.05 to 4.09 A.
TWo types of textuie can be recopized in opal-CT using
optical microscopy: isotropically massive (opal-CTrd and
columnar (Fig. 1). Lepispheres of opal-CT are common
in samples of opal from sedimentay rocks, although saryles
showing alepispherictexhreunderthe SEM arerareamong
ftsss slamined. Textures of opal-CT lepispheres were
observed to consist ofopal-CTy and columnar opal-CT.
The following thee re,presentative samples were examined
in detail (1) opal-CT lepispheres from th" llssaka mine;
aggregates offine-grained lepispheres occur rarely in a
layer befween chalcedony layers from fti5 mine; (!,)
opal-CT showing columnar texture from the Hosaka
mine; the texture of this sample is most common in the
opal-CT samples from the 6r,e mines; (3) opal-C ftom
ftsAkass mins; the X-ray powder-diffraction pattern of
this sample is that of highly ordered low crisobalite with
a very weak shoulder at 43 A.

E)pERnvENlAL MsrHoDs

11e samples were cut in the orientation normal or
parallel to the horizontal layer of the silica-rich geode,
and rhin sections were made for observation with an optical
microscope (polarized lighQ. The cut faces were polished

andthen etched with aconce,ntrated IIF solution (48 wtTo).
The etched cross-sections were observed using an SEM
(JEOL JSM T-330A) after deposition of a gold co4ring.
Thin foils for TEM observations were supplied from
petrographic thin sections, and were prepard by an Ar
isa-thinning method, with cooling using liquid nitrogen.
The sample of opal-CT lepispheres was also dispersed
in aceone and pipeued onto holey ca$on TEIvI microgtids.
TEM observations were carried out using a JEOL
JEM-2010 typetransmission eleclron microscope operated
aJ an accelerating volage of 200 kV. Electrondiftaction
patteflrs were obt2ined using a selected-area apernrre by
which the area giving the difftaction pattern is limited
to 400 nm in diameter. After the photographs of the
diftaction pattern were taken using a low-dose electron
beam, corresponding TEM images were obained" HRIEM
i-ages were interpreted to provide information of the
strucurre of opaltT by comparison with simulated images
calculated using the MacHREM multislice program
(Ishizuka 1980, Ishizuka & Ueda 1977). Various types
of stucture have been reported for natural and synthetic
low fridymite (e.9., Dollase & Baur 1976, Ka,to & Nukui
1976, Nukui & Nakazawa 1980, Hoffrnann et al.1983);
the crystallographic data of the pseudo-orthorhombic
(Po-type) structure znalyzed by Konnert & Appleman
(198) was used forthe image simulation of the tridymite.
Inage simulation in the case of cristobalite was carried
out using the datareported by Scbmahl et al. (1992).The
dror values were measured using a Guinier-Hiigg camera
with CuKa radiation (Kitakaze L992).

RFSULTS

Terture of opal-CT lzpisphcres frorn thc Hosal<n opal
mine

Opal-CT lepispheres from the Hosaka opal mine are
composed of aggregates of criss-crossing blades, which
are several micrometers in diameter, as seen under the
SEM. ATEM image of a dispersed sample on a microgrid
shows a polygonal and platy morphology of the crystals
(Fig.2a), with prominent (101) faces showing apseudo-
hexagonal diffiactionpdemofpseudomerohedraltwinning
on the [010]*-[102]* netof low cristobalite. Thethin cr'/stal
is much smaller in size than the blade observed under the
SEM. The cross section of the lepisphere shows afibrous
texture (Fig. 2b). The blade corresponding to that in the
SEM image is composed of aggregates of zuch thin srystals,
which are roughly parallel in orientation to each other
in the blade. The thin crystal is several tens of nanometers
in thickness and less than 0.5 pm in length and width,
which agrees with the platy crystal obsened in the dispened
sample. Theanglebetween [101]* directions oftwo crossed
blades is about 70", which correlates veift fts angle between
two { 101 } planes of low cristobalite. The cross-section
of the lepisphere is similar in texture to that of opal-CT
crystals from sedimentary rocks, as studied by Caty et
al. (L996).
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Frc.3. SEM photomicrographs ofcolumnartexu[e ofopal-CT cut (a) parallel and (b) normal
to the horizontal layer of a silica-rich geode. Photographs were taken on the etched
surface after polishing. The column cut normal to the layer is irregularly circular to
oblong, with fine sniations. Vermicular pauern (anow A) and boundary (anow B) in @)
correspond to the boundaries shown by arrows A and B in (a), respectively.

951

Columnar texture of opal-CT

Figure I shows an optical microphotograph of a layer
of opal-CT showing the typically colnmnar texture. The
thin section is normal to the horizontal layer of the
silica-rich geode. Figure 3a shows an etched pattern of
the columnartexture, in which fine striations are inclined
d ahnlrt?M" with respect to the elongation of the column-

The direction ofoptical extinction is parallel to the sfriation.
The directions of striations in two adjacent columns are
inclined in opposite sides to each other, so that the paired
columns show a relationship like in the case of a twin
seen in thin section under the optical microscope. Figure
3b shows an etched pattern ofthe section cut parallel to
the horizontal layer of the silica-rich geode. The cross
section shows an irregularly circular texture with fine
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F\c. 4. Schematic illustration of threedimensional conical form
of a pair of columns.

stiations. Ave,micularpattem shown by rrow Ain Figure
3b corresponds to boundaries ofthe columns, shown by
anowAin Figure 3a- Also, theboundary (shownby arrow
B in Fig. 3b) of the inegulady circular feanre corresponds
to a distinct or indistinct boundary (shown by arrow B
in Fig. 3a). The paired columns as shown in Figure 3a
correspond to one circular-feature domain io pi* rO,
such that it is not a twin. From these observations, we
suggest that the three-dimensional form of the paired
columns is conical, as illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 5a shows a TEM photomicrograph of the
intemal texture of the column in a section cut normal to
the horizontal layer of the silica-rich geode. The column
exhibits afibrous texturecomposed ofthin crystals, whose
thickness is several tens of nanometers and whose length
is less than 1 m. The fibers correspond to the striations
shown in theSEMimage (Fig.3a) and areroughlyparallel
to each other. Along the boundary of the columns, the
directions of the fibers seem randomly oriented. From
optical and TEM observations, the fiber is optically
length-slow. The fiber axis is parallel to (101) of low
cristobalite and (001) of low tridymite. The sftucture of
the opal-CT crystal is described in detail in the following
section. A similar fibrous texture is observed in a section
cut parallel to the horizontal layer ofthe silica-rich geode.

FIc. 5. TEM images of opal-CT crystals in the columnar
texture. a) Fibrous texture, which is inclined to the thin
and platy crystals. b) Lattice image and conesponding
electron-diffraction pattem of the opal-CT crystal. The
horizontal direction of the photograph (b) is parallel to the
crystal elongation in (a). The a*-c* plane oflow cristobalite
is parallel to the photograph, and the orientation of the
sheets of SiO+ tetrahedra is horizontal. The stacking
sequence indicated by AA in (b) contains antiphase domain
boundaries. OC : ordered cristobalite.
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Although the crystals seem fibrous (Fig. 5a), the crystals
that give an [010]*-[102]* diffraction pattern of low
cristobalite are notfibrous, but rarlerpolygonal and platy.
Thereforeo we suggest that the crystals in the column are
very thin and platy, as shown in Figure 2a.The section
inclined to the plates shows a fibrous texture because of
the parallel growth of extremely thin crystals.

The opal-CTy layer (optically massive layer in Fig.
1), below the layer showing the columnar texture, is
composed of intersecting aggregates of blades, according
to TEM observations. The cross-section of intersecting
aggregates in the opal-CTy layer is similar in texture to
that ofthe lepisphere shown in Figure 2b, and the blade
also consists of a parallel growth of the thin platy crystals.
However, in the case of the opal-CTy, the interstitial
space among the spherical aggregafes is filledby ordered
cristobalite crystals; this feafire willbe descdbed in detail
in the following section" The platy cryshJs gradually change
from arandom orie,lrtation in the massive-texfi[€d dsmain

crystals are in roughly parallel orientation to each other
in the blade (or bundle). From measurements wittr the
TEM, the sizeof ftsthin crystals slightly decreases with
the change in textne, from the columnarto the patchwork
pattern. The blade is less than 0.2 tm in thickness and
1-3 pm in length. The orientation of the blades is more
irregularin the weaklybireftingentparttban inthe strongly
birefringent part; in fact, the blades cross each other.

Strucrure of opal-CT from the Hosaka opal minz

Figure 5b shows aHRTEM image and corresponding
elecfron-diftaction pattem of a crystal in the columnar
texture of opal-CT from the Hosaka opal mine. The
horizontal direction of the photograph is parallel to the
crystal's elongation shown in Figure 5a. The spacing 9f
the horizontal fringe in the lanice image is about 4 A,
which agrees with dror of low cristobalite. The vertical
direction is normal to the sheets of SiO+ tetrahedra and

Flc. 6. Sim{ated images of (a) low cristobalite, (b) Iow ridymite and (c) antiphase domain boundary in low cristobalite. The images
are projected on the (010) of low cristobalite and the (100) of low tridymite, and the vertical is the stacking direction of the
sheets. The arrows in (c) show antiphase twin boundaries (APB).

to aroughly parallel orientation in the domains having a
col rmnar texture.

The columns showing a stong birefringence gndually
become slender duing gowtb, md more weakly bireftingent
parts, which are homogeneously etched develop 2mong
the slender colu'nns. This texture was described as a
"patchwork pattern" by Fldrke et al. (1991). Our TEM
observations reveal that the part showing a weak
birefringence consists ofplaty crystels a5 q7sll. J[e thin

the image corresponds to the (010) projection of low
cristobalite and the (100) projection oflow hidymite. The
diftaction pattern is heavily streaked along the <101>*
direction ofthe low cristobalite sequence, andthe steakings
imFly that the crystal includes numerous planar faults
parallel to (101) of low cristobalite. HRTEM images on
a corresponding projection were simulated for low
cristobalite and low tridymite (Fig. 6). As shown in the
simulated imageso these stacking sequenc€s are denoted
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FIG. 7. TEM images of opal-CT crystals in the patchwork pattern t€xture. The dark areas,
shown by A in (a), consist of well-ordered stackings of cristobalite as shown in (b). The
orientation in (a) is the same as in Figures 5 and 6.

by riple (ABQ and double (AB) periodicities, respectively.
A careful comparison of the simulated images with the
HRTEN4 images of opal{T shows rhar most of the stacking
sequences agreewith thatofcrisobalite, although thecrystal
includes numerous stacking fauls. The { 101} twin fault
of cristobalite (..CBABC..) ncludes a stacking sequence
of tridymite (BAB), but the successive stacking sequence
of tridymite is less than three layers thick in the lanice
irrl.a$e.Elzea &Rice (1996) observed domains of ordered
tidymitein opal-CTsamplas with aHRTEM and showed

a lanice image for a domain of tidymite having a thickness
of about 4 nm (10 layers). Howevero such successive
stackings of tridymite were notfound outin our samples.
Carefrrl observations of the lattice images show that the
stacking sequence of tridymite occupies about 20Vo n
the are4 and that most of the stackings of nidymite are
located at the twin faults of tle cristobalite. Whereas the
inneraea of the crystal is composed of disorderred stackings,
the periphery (OC in Fig. 5b) has ordered stackings of
cdstobalite. The crystallogr4hic orientations of the domains
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of ordered and disordered cristobalite are parallel with
each other in the crystal, and the boundary between the
1[sss domains is coherent.

AA sequences arelocally observedin the laniceimage
and in some cases repeat in a few sequences (arrows AP
in Fig. 5b). Nord (1992) and Heany (1994) suggest€d rhat
low cristobalite includes three types oftransitional twins:
antipbase domain" pseudomerohedral and enantiomorrphic
twins. Among these possibilities, the AA seque,nce in Figure
5b mostagree withasimulatedimagdofashcking sequence
at antiphase domain boundaries (Fig. 6c). The antiphase
domains are related by the lost hanslafion vector llzlLlll
in low cristobalite, andthe simulated image was calcutated
for the case oftwo successive boundaries parallel to the
(101) plane. In Figure 5b, the antiphase domain boundaries
continue for several nanometers in the direction parallel
to the sheetofSiO+ tetrahedra and they gradually change
to the stacking sequence of cristobalite or tridymite.

The orientation ofthe sheets ofSiOa tetrahedra in the
lattice image is not always exactly parallel. The presence
sf sli.ghtmisfits of ttre stacking causes amosaic structure
with slight differe,nces in crysallographic direction Thus,
the strong stlsaking on the electron-diffraction pattern
is caused by the disorder in the stacking sequence.

Furthermore, the diffraction pattern rotates slightly
because of the mosaic structure.

Figure 1 shows a relationship between variation of
dror values and corresponding optical texture ofopal-CT
from the Hosaka opal mine. A distinct relationship can
b seen between thed191 values and t€xfirc: thedlor values
are relatively large in domains showing columns, and are
smallerin parts that are massive or thaf show apatchwork
patfem. TEM observations commonly show evide,nce tbat
the crystals in the patchwork pattern sonsists sf domains
of higbly ordered cristobalite with area of disordered
cristobalite (Fig. 7). The ordered cristobalite develops
e,pitacticly atthe end of platy crysals, and, therefore, seems
to surround the disordered cristobalite. With decreasing
dror valueo the area occupied by the ordered domains
increases in the crystal; howeyer, the disordered domains
do not show a diagnosirc difference in degree oforder
in the stacking sequence md in the prroportion of the stacking
sequence of tridymite.

Opal-C fum the Akase opal mine

Crraylsh blue opal-C from the Akase opal mine was
studied with the same appro:lch. As described above, the

Flc. 8. Lattice image and electron-diffraction pattem of opal-C crystal from theAkase opal mine. The opal-C crystal shows a texfi[e
indicative ofepitactic growth ofwell-ordered cristobalite (OC) on a dsmain sfdisordered cristobalite, indicated by DC in (a).
High-magnification photomicrograph (b) corresponds to rectangle area B shown in (a). The orientation is the same as in
Figure 6.
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X-ray powder-diftaction pattem for the sample shows
highly ordered low cristobalite, with a weak shoulder
peak at 4.3 A. The crystals are octahedral in form and
-0.1-{.5 m in diameter under the SEM. Figure 8 shows
TEM images and the conesponding electron-diftaction
pattern of the opal-C crystal, and the paft€rn is that of
the a*--c* net of low cristobalite. The crystal indicates
the { 101 i twinninginthediftactionparems, brtthepatrems
have sharper reflections and weaker streaks than those
of opal{T.Asmall aeaof disoirdered qistobalit€ispresetf
at the center ofthe crystal, as also shown in Figure 5b,
whereas most ofthe crystal has the structure ofhigbly
ordered cristobalite, with few stacking faults. The domains
of disordered and ordered cristobalite show a large
difference in degree of order in the stacking sequence,
and itis possible to disinguish disordered cdstobalite from
ordered cristobalite. The crystallographic orientations are
parallel with each other, i.e., common in both disordered
and ordered cristobalite domains. Theboundary between
disoderedmd orderedcristobalite is coherentandrelativelv
distinct (Fre. 8b).

DscussroN exo CoNcr.ustoNs

On the basis of observations by optical microscopy,
thetextures of opal-CT samples fromthetwo mines were
classified as one of two types, columnar and massive
(opal-CTd. The TEM observations suggest that both of
the textures really consist ofthin platy crystals, although
the thin platy crystals look fibrous in cross section.

During ttre course of this study, we found that the
columnar texture is a common feature in most volcanic-t1pe
opal-CT. Although each column appears to be a single
crystal under the optical microscope, it really consists of
aroughlyparallel growth of platy micmcrystals, as revealed
by the TEM observations.

Opal-CTrra is composed of criss-crossing aggrcgates
of blades, and, therefore, the birefringence of the
opal-CTy is weak Each blade is composed of a roughly
parallel growth of thin platy crystals. The TEM image
of opal-CTy is similar in texture that of the lepispheres,
with a difference in size of the thin crystals. Under the
SEM, most of the samples of opal-CTy show homoge-
neously etched patlerns, without a distinct texture such
as lepispheres. The reason for the difference in the SEM
i-ages is that ordered cristobalite infills interstices be-
tween the blades in opal-CT, whereas the interstices are
notinfilledinthe samples.Thedisordered
opal-CT, consisting of the blades of lepispheres, is more
rapidly etched than ordered cristobalite, so that the SEM
image of erched opal-CTy shows a pattern of residual
ordered cristobalite after the lepispheres are dissolved.
A few samples of opal-CTy in which opal-A infills the
inteistices amongthesphuical aggregates show alepispheric
pattern of etching under the SEM.

The HRTEM observations show that opal-CT from
the two opal mines cont2ins few repeaS of the tridymite
stacking sequence compared to samples observedby Elzea

& Rice (1996). Opal-CT was not found without ordered
cristobalite domains in our samples, and all the opal-Cl
crystals contain domains of ordered cristobalite, although
these ordered domains are limited to the thin periphery
of the crystal in some samples (Ftg. 5b).Volcanic-type
opal-CT seems to include more of the ordered cristobalite
domains than opal-CT o1 16s ssdimentary fype. The
opal-CT and opal-C samplas from the two mines have
a relatively small average dror value (4.07 A) in the
X-ray-diffraction analyses, compared to therange of the
dror values^of sedimentary-type opal-CT and opal-C
(4.U4.12 A).Opal-CT crystals with small values of dror
were synthesized af rclatively high temperalres by Manani
(1,966, L977). The experimental results suggest that
volcanic-type o'pal-CT grew at a higher temperature than
sedimentary-type opal-CT. The dror value of the sample
with the smallest content of the ordered cristobalite is
4.09 A. This value corresponds to that of the crystal that
shows the greatest disorder of stacking in samples analyzed
by Elzea & Rice (1996). We suggest that fte stacking of
ridymite may be present p opal-CT in which the dror
value is greater than 4.09 A.

The samples of opal-CT and opal-C from the two opal
mines are composed of higfily ordered and disordered
cristobalite domains, respectively. Domains of disordered
cristobalite commonly are enclosed by domains of
ordered cristobalite, and the domain boundary is coherent,
as seen in the TEM images. Where the d1e1 value of the
opal-CT determined by X-ray diffractometry is shifted
toward a smaller value, domains of highly ordered
cristobalite have developed in fhe crystal. XRD patterns
of opal-CT (4.09 < drct < 4. 1l A) are not only influenced
by the proportion of cristobalite and tridlmite sequences
in the crystal, but also by the particle size and the degree
of order (Guthrie et aI. 1995).The particle size is expected
to increase c/ith decreasing value of. drc1. However, the
Hosaka opal{T shows the opposite relationship. Further-
more, samples containing disordered cristobalite domains
do not show a distinct relationship between degree of
stacking disorder and drct value. In the case of the
volcanic-type opal-C[, the dror value is strongly correlated
with the volumeratio of ordered and disordered cristobalite
domains in the crystal.

Well-ordere4 non-opaline ffi1elali1s gommonly has
an octahedral habil with prominent { 101 } faces (Frondel
1962). Eve.n though opal{T has the snuc'nne of cristobalite,
all the opal-CT crystals exhibit a platy morphology. In
our sampleso only the Akase opal-C shows a distinctly
octahedral habit. We suggest that the presence of planar
defects is conelared with the platy morphology. The structure
has many stacking fauls parallel to the sheets of SiO+
tefrahedr4 whereas the structure is ordered in the plane
of the sheets. In the HRIEM images of the opal-CT, the
interstratifications of cristobalite and tridymite have no
periodicity, such as in a highly ordered polytype. Smith
& Yoder (1956) suggested that randomly stacked
structures occurwhen crystal growthp'roceeds by secondry
nucleation, and that the degree oforder is controlled by
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bond strength in the structure. Growth by secondary
nucleation occurs in more higbly supersaorated solutions
than spiral gowth. The opal-CT grew from thin and platy
nuclei, and the platy habit was enhanced by the secondary
nucleafion growth process, leading to the development
of staclcing faults in the structure. As a result, highly
disordered cristobalite shows aplaty form. With decreasing
degree of supersaturation in the solutions, as a result of
the precipitation of the crystals, the growth mechanism
changes from secondary nucleation to spiral growth. If
the crystal had grown by the spiral-growth mechanism,
amore ordered strucfire of cristobalite would be expted"
Furthermore, in the case of more slowly grown crystels,
the habit is expected to change from platy to octahedral,
and thestackings become highly ordered" In the opal-C
from theAkase mins, dsmains of disordered cristobalite
af the center of the crystal are overgrown by highly ordered
cristobalite. These texhres reveal a change in the growth
process.
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